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ABSTRACT

The demand for automatically annotating and retrieving med-
ical images is growing faster than ever. In this paper, we
present a novel medical image retrieval method based on SEMI-
supervised Semantic Error-Correcting output Codes (SEMI-
SECC). The experimental results on IMAGECLEF 2005 [1]
annotation data set clearly show the strength and the promise
of the presented methods.

1. INTRODUCTION

Medical images play a central role in patient diagnosis, ther-
apy, surgical planning, medical reference, and medical train-
ing. With the advent of digital imaging modalities, as well
as images digitized from conventional devices, collections of
medical images are increasingly being held in digital form. It
becomes increasingly expensive to manually annotate medi-
cal images. Consequently, automatic medical image annota-
tion [4] becomes important.

Due to the large number of the images without text in-
formation, content-based medical image retrieval (CBMIR)
[2, 3] has received increased attention. We call the seman-
tic similarity defined between different appearances of the
same object the intra-object similarity and the semantic simi-
larity defined between different objects the inter-object simi-
larity. A semantic similarity in this paper refers to both intra-
object and inter-object semantic similarities. Each image in
the database contains only one object. The semantic similar-
ity between two images is the semantic similarity between the
objects contained by the images. For example, the semantic
similarity between an elbow image in coronal view and an el-
bow image in sagittal view is intra-object similarity while the
semantic similarity between a hand image and an upper-arm
image is inter-object similarity.

The problem addressed in this paper is a special medical
image retrieval problem. Compared with the general medical
image retrieval problems, the problem addressed here has the
following properties:
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1. The images in the retrieval database can be annotated
into one of the pre-defined labels, which are denoted as the
ground truth labels of the images. Due to the ground truthing
complexity, only a small portion of the whole image collec-
tions have their ground truth labels available.

2. Given a specific query, the correctly retrieved images
should have the same ground truth label, which may not nec-
essarily equal to the ground truth label of the query image
provided that the query image and the retrieved images share
a sufficient semantic similarity. This means that a user may
query the database with an image that is close to but not ex-
actly what he/she expects.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: the anno-
tation method is presented in Section 2; the retrieval method
is presented in Section 3; the evaluations of the annotation
method and the retrieval method using the data set from IM-
AGECLEF 2005 [1] annotation task are given in Section 4;
finally, the conclusion is made in Section 5.

2. ANNOTATION MODEL

2.1. Error-Correcting Output Codes (ECOC)

ECOC [5, 6] is used to solve an H-class (H � 2) classifi-
cation problem using multiple 2-class classifiers, which are
called individual classifiers. The procedure to select the indi-
vidual classifiers is called coding. The labels of the original
H-class classification problem are called overall labels. The
labels of the individual classifiers are called individual labels.
If we represent the individual labels of one sample as a vector,
which is called the code of the sample, all the training sam-
ples with the same overall label should have the same code.
Table 1 gives a simple example, where there are 4 overall la-
bels: forearm and sagittal, elbow and coronal, foot and axial,
and foot and sagittal. 4 individual classifiers are used in an
ECOC solution.

The criterion of ECOC coding is that the difference be-
tween the codes of different overall labels should be suffi-
ciently large, which is typically measured using the Hamming
distance. Typically, the individual classifiers are randomly se-
lected and the more individual classifiers, the higher accuracy
the overall classifier has. ECOC classification is solved by
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overall label ID ECOC codes SECC codes
0 (forearm and sagittal) (1,0,1,0) (1,0,1)
1 (elbow and coronal) (1,1,1,1) (2,0,2)

2 (foot and axial) (0,1,0,0) (0,1,0)
3 (foot and sagittal) (0,0,1,1) (0,1,1)

Table 1. A simple classification problem together with its
ECOC coding and SECC coding

finding the code whose distance to the query code is the min-
imum. In the above example, if a query has a code (1,1,0,0),
it will be classified as “Label ID 2” since the corresponding
Hamming distance is smaller than those of the query code to
the other codes. In the following text, we explain how our
method selects the individual classifiers and finds the closest
code, i.e., combines the individual classifiers.

2.2. Individual classifiers’ selection (coding)

A typical overall label for IMAGECLEF 2005 annotation data
set is “elbow image, sagittal view, plain radiography, and mus-
culoskeletal”. We denote each part of an overall label as a
category and the possible values for that category as category
labels. For the example given in Table 1, we may define three
categories: ARM (possible labels: forearm, elbow, and non-
arm), FOOT (possible labels: foot and non-foot), and VIEW
(possible labels: axial, sagittal, and coronal). In some appli-
cations, not only the overall label related information but also
the category related information is required to be determined.
Since the individual classifiers in ECOC coding are selected
randomly, they seldom contain the latter information. Regard-
ing the ECOC solution given in Table 1, it is unlikely that
an individual classifier would solve the classification problem
w.r.t. one of the three categories exactly. In order to determine
the category related information, we revise ECOC to SECC.

First, we define several categories and category labels for
a data set. Categories independent of other categories are
called independent categories. In the above example, the
VIEW category is in general independent of other categories.
Categories correlated to other categories are called correlated
categories. The ARM category and the FOOT category in
the above example are correlated. An image with a forearm
category label can only have a non-foot category label. Each
correlated category has several labels corresponding to differ-
ent aspects of the category, together with a “non-” label. A
sample with a “non-” label in a category means that the sam-
ple does not belong to that category. In the above example,
if a sample has a “non-arm” label, this sample is not part of
an arm. The label ID for a “non-” label is 0 while those for
other category labels are non-zero. Note that for one sample,
there is only one correlated category such that the category la-
bel of the sample on this category is not a “non-” label. This
category is called the delegate category of the sample.

We then train one individual classifier for one category.

This classifier may be a 2-class classifier; it may also be a
multi-class classifier. Different individual classifiers may use
different classification models and different feature sets. Ta-
ble 1 also gives a possible SECC coding solution. Since each
individual classifier focuses on one category in SECC, we do
not distinguish between the individual label and the category
label in the following text.

2.3. Individual classifiers’ combination

It is clear that SECC coding does not guarantee that the dif-
ference between the codes of different overall labels is suf-
ficiently large. Consequently, the ECOC similarity functions
(e.g., the Hamming distance function) may not be suitable for
SECC. Here we present a probabilistically based similarity
function for SECC. Let the number of the individual classi-
fiers be M . Let the number of the different individual labels
for individual classifier j be Mj . Let a query image be xi.
Denote the probability for xi to have individual label k on
individual classifier j as qjk

i . Let Qi = {qjk
i }. Denote a

possible code for xi as Y = (y1, y2, ..., yM ) and the code
of overall label o as Go = (g1

o , g2
o , ..., gM

o ). We maximize
the joint probability of Go and Y given Qi to find the overall
label of the query image:

Maxo,Y P (Go, Y |Qi) = P (Go|Y, Qi) × P (Y |Qi) (1)

where P (Y |Qi) is the probability of the event that the individ-
ual classification results are yj given Qi. Different individual
classifiers are trained independently. Thus, it is possible that
for some Y , the number of the non-zero yj for correlated cat-
egories is not 1. Note that this is in conflict with the require-
ment that there is only one delegate category. Consequently,
the corresponding P (Y |Qi) is set to 0. For other situations,
P (Y |Qi) is set to the multiplication of the probabilities that
the individual classification labels are correct, i.e., q

jyj

i . Let
yCj be the yj for the correlated categories. We then define
P (Y |Qi) as follows:

P (Y |Qi) =

{
0, |{yCj , yCj �= 0}| �= 1∏M−1

j=0 q
jyj

i , |{yCj , yCj �= 0}| = 1
(2)

P (Go|Y, Qi) in Equation 1 is the probability of the event
that a query code Y with the probability set Qi happens to be
the ground truth code Go. To simplify the computation, we let
P (Go|Y, Qi) = P (Go|Y ). Let Do = |{j, gj

o �= yj}|, i.e., the
number of the yj’s which are not equal to the corresponding
gj

o. We then define P (Go|Y ) as follows:

P (Go|Y ) =

{
0, Do ≥ T1

P ({(j, gj
o), g

j
o �= yj}|{(j, gj

o), g
j
o = yj}), Do < T1

(3)
The conditional probability in the right hand side of Equa-

tion 3 is the probability of the event that when a query code
contains part of the code of Go, the remaining part of the
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query code happens to be the remaining part of the code of
Go. In order to focus the attention on the query codes that
do not differ substantially from the code Go, we introduce a
threshold T1. If the code of Go differs from the query code
by at least T1 bits, P (Go|Y ) is set to 0. By assuming that
each training image is identically and independently gener-
ated from an unknown distribution (i.i.d.), P ({(j, gj

o), g
j
o �=

yj}|{(j, gj
o), g

j
o = yj}) can be estimated using the training

samples. For example, referring to the example in Table 1,
assume that Label ID 0 has 20 training samples and Label ID
1 has 30 training samples. Since only Label ID 0 and Label
ID 1 satisfy that y0 = 1 and y2 = 1, the probability of the
event that y1 = 0 and y3 = 0 given the fact that y0 = 1 and
y2 = 1 is determined as follows:

P ({(1, 0), (3, 0)}|{(0, 1), (2, 1)}) =
20

20 + 30
(4)

2.4. Semi-supervised learning SECC

A typical SSL method works as follows: learn a supervised
classifier using the ground truthed training samples only; la-
bel the unlabelled samples using the learned supervised clas-
sifier; re-train the supervised classifier using all the training
samples. The last two steps are repeated until certain stop cri-
teria are met. SEMI-SECC follows the ESL framework pre-
sented in [7]. The ESL framework is probabilistically guar-
anteed to have the accuracy increased when the number of
iterations increases. The SEMI-SECC learning procedure is
summarized in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 SEMI-SECC Learning Procedure
1. Ground truth a small set of images from the database.
2. Learn the initial individual classifiers. Set i = 0.
3. Set i = i+1. Classify unlabelled samples using the trained
classifiers at Iteration i − 1 and assign labels to unlabelled
samples based on the classification results.
4. Re-train the individual classifiers.
5. If stop criteria are met, stop. Otherwise, goto step 3.

3. RETRIEVAL MODEL

Image retrieval concerns with retrieving images in a database
that are similar to a query image in content. We call the
retrieval systems that use appearance-based or low level se-
mantic similarities as traditional retrieval systems and those
that use high level semantic similarities as imaginary retrieval
systems. Existing retrieval methods in the literature are all
traditional retrieval. A big difference between the traditional
retrieval and the imaginary retrieval is that in the traditional
retrieval system, query images are the same as the user inter-
ested images while in the imaginary retrieval system, query

images are high level semantical similar to the user interested
images.

Since the imaginary retrieval may focus on the similari-
ties among different objects, we must define such similarities
in advance. Unfortunately, such similarities are subjective.
For example, for the same similarity, it may be defined for
between different views of the same object, or for different
views of different objects that look similar, or different parts
of the same object. In the imaginary retrieval system devel-
oped for the IMAGECLEF 2005 annotation data set, the sim-
ilarity between different objects is defined through the simi-
larity between different overall labels. In the current version
of the imaginary retrieval prototype system, the similarity be-
tween any two objects is either 0 (not similar) or 1 (similar).
Two overall labels are similar if there exist two corresponding
individual labels between them: (1) they are labels of corre-
lated categories; and (2) they are valuable labels.

For a query image, we first apply the SEMI-SECC an-
notation method to determine the individual labels and their
probabilities. The overall label is then determined using the
method presented in Section 2.3. Based on the similarities
defined above, all the overall labels which are similar to the
overall label of the query image are extracted. The imaginary
retrieval images are randomly selected images with each of
these overall labels. Using the four overall labels in the ex-
ample discussed in Section 2.2, if a query image is annotated
to have a ”forearm” label, the retrieved images are those either
with a forearm label or with an elbow label.

The imaginary retrieval may be combined with the tradi-
tional retrieval to develop a more sophisticated, hierarchical
retrieval system. For example, the imaginary retrieval may
first be applied to determine the overall label with which a
user expects to retrieve images. A traditional retrieval sys-
tem may then be applied to actually retrieve the images in a
database with this overall label.

4. EVALUATION

The data set we use to evaluate our methods is IMAGECLEF
[1] 2005 annotation data set. All the images are X-ray im-
ages, which include 9000 training images and 1000 test im-
ages. The images can be categorized into 57 classes. We
define 11 categories for the data set.

The first experiment we have conducted is to compare the
annotation accuracy between the ECOC methods, which we
have implemented based on [5], the SECC method, and the
SEMI-SECC methods. The second column of Table 2 reports
the comparison results. The integers and the percentages in
“Method” field are the numbers of individual classifiers, i.e.,
M , and the percentages for the initially ground truthed train-
ing samples of all the training samples. Error rate is estimated
using the test data only. It is clear from the Table that when
the M in SECC is comparable to that in ECOC, the accu-
racy of SECC is much higher than that of ECOC. We also
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Method Accuracy Related Related*
SECC (11) 81.3% 94.1% 93.8%

SEMI-SECC (11,2%) 75.6% 87.9% 88.0%
SEMI-SECC (11,5%) 78.1% 91.5% 91.5%
SEMI-SECC (11,10%) 79.4% 93.3% 93.4%

ECOC (10) 67.4% 77.3% 45.3%
ECOC (50) 74.3% 83.5% 47.1%
ECOC (100) 80.5% 87.8% 49.9%
ECOC (200) 84.9% 91.6% 53.6%

Table 2. Coding methods comparisons. The values in paren-
theses are M and the percentages of initially ground truthed
samples. The values in the second and third columns are
calculated by considering the ground truth overall label of a
query as the correct annotation result of the query. The values
in the fourth column are calculated by considering an over-
all label different from but semantically similar to the ground
truth overall label of a query as the correct annotation result
of the query.

note that ECOC can finally beat SECC when it uses a sub-
stantially larger M . SEMI-SECC methods are also compara-
ble to SECC in performance when the percentage of labelled
samples is not less than 5%. We also compare the accuracy of
the SECC methods with those of other 12 annotation methods
using the same training data and test data (the results of other
methods are provided by IMAGECLEF 2005). The lowest er-
ror rate is 12.6%; the highest error rate is 55.7%; the median
error rate is 21.4%. Our method (SECC or SEMI-SECC (not
less than 5%)) ranks fourth out of the 13 methods.

It is clear from our retrieval model that it is very important
that the user expected label is among the imaginary retrieval
results no matter whether or not the annotation result is cor-
rect. Thus, the annotation method with the highest accuracy
may not be the most suitable one for our retrieval method. As-
sume that the number of imaginary retrieval results is N . Let
related be the percentage of the queries whose corresponding
user expected labels are among the N imaginary retrieval re-
sults. We use related to evaluate how an annotation method
is suitable for the retrieval. As the second experiment, Ta-
ble 2 reports the related values for different annotation meth-
ods. Though the accuracy of SECC is less than that of ECOC
(200), the related of SECC is higher than that of ECOC (200).
The reason is that most of the images which are incorrectly
annotated still have a correct delegate category. For these im-
ages, the user expected label is among the imaginary retrieval
results when SEMI-SECC or SECC is used.

Since it is possible in our retrieval system that a query
image is not exactly but only semantically similar to the user
expected images, we also intend to know how the annotation
methods perform under this situation. For each test image,
we randomly select an overall label different from but seman-
tically similar to the overall label of the query image. This

overall label is considered as the correct annotation result of
the test image instead of its ground truth overall label. The
corresponding related values for different annotation meth-
ods are reported in the last column of Table 2. It is clear that
all the methods except SEMI-SECC and SECC have related
value decreased significant w.r.t. the corresponding previous
results.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The demand for automatically annotating and retrieving med-
ical images is growing faster than ever. In this paper, we
present a novel medical image retrieval method based on SEMI-
supervised Semantic Error-Correcting output Codes (SEMI-
SECC). The experimental results on IMAGECLEF 2005 an-
notation data set clearly show the strength and the promise of
the presented methods.
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